In this paper, we consider the problem of avoidance of subword patterns in flattened partitions, which extends recent work of Callan. We determine in all cases explicit formulas and/or generating functions for the number of set partitions of size n which avoid a single subword pattern of length three. The asymptotic behavior of the resulting counting sequences turns out to depend quite heavily on the specific pattern. For the cases of 312 and 213, we make use of the kernel method to determine the generating function which counts the members of the avoidance class. Furthermore, in the cases of 132, 231, and 123, we also find formulas concerning the distribution on Pn for the statistics recording the number of occurrences of the pattern in question and some related bijective proofs are given. Finally, in each of these cases, it is shown that the number of occurrences of the pattern asymptotically follows a normal distribution.
Introduction
Let π = π 1 π 2 · · · π n and σ = σ 1 σ 2 · · · σ d be permutations of length n and d, where n ≥ d. The permutation π is said to contain σ as a subword if there exists a set of consecutive letters π i π i+1 · · · π i+d−1 in π that is order-isomorphic to σ. Otherwise, π is said to avoid σ or be σ-free. In this context, σ is usually called a (subword) pattern. For example, π = 13476528 ∈ S 8 contains two occurrences of the pattern 321 (corresponding to 765 and 652; note that occurrences of a given pattern need not be disjoint), but avoids the pattern 312. Subwords of the form π i π i+1 , where 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and π i < π i+1 (resp., π i > π i+1 ), are called ascents (resp., descents).
The problem of counting permutations according to the number of occurrences of a given subword has been studied from various perspectives in both enumerative and algebraic combinatorics (see, e.g., [8] ). The comparable problem has also been considered on other discrete structures such as k-ary words [2] , compositions [12] , and set partitions [11] (see also [6] and the references contained therein).
In his study of finite set partitions, Callan [3] introduced the notion of a flattened partition and considered the problem of avoiding a single classical pattern of length three in this sense. Here, we extend this work to the avoidance of subword patterns by flattened partitions, and in three cases, are able further to ascertain formulas which count the partitions of size n according to the number of occurrences of a pattern. See also [9] and [10] for recent related work on flattened permutations. Let [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} if n ≥ 1, with [0] = ∅. By a partition of [n], we will mean a collection of pairwise disjoint subsets, called blocks, whose union is [n] . We will denote the set of all partitions of [n] by P n and the subset of P n whose members contain exactly m blocks by P n,m . Let B n = |P n | denote the n-th Bell number and S n,m = |P n,m | denote the Stirling number of the second kind. Here, we will find q-generalizations of B n by counting the members of P n according to various statistics.
Let us now recall the definition of flattened partitions introduced in [3] . Suppose that π = B 1 /B 2 / · · · ∈ P n is represented in standard form, i.e., elements within each block written in increasing order, with the blocks B i arranged from left to right in increasing order of size of their smallest elements. Let Flatten(π) be the permutation obtained by erasing the parentheses enclosing the blocks of π and considering the resulting word. For example, the partition π = {1, 3, 8}, {2, 5, 6}, {4}, {7, 9} ∈ P 9 is in standard form and Flatten(π) = 138256479.
One can combine the ideas in the previous paragraphs and say that a partition π contains the subword τ in the flattened sense if and only if Flatten(π) contains τ (as a subword) in the usual sense and avoids τ otherwise. Using this definition of subword containment, we consider here the case when τ has length three. For example, the partition π considered in the preceding paragraph contains three occurrences of 123 in the flattened sense but avoids 132 as Flatten(π) = 138256479 contains three occurrences of 123 but avoids 132.
In this paper, we find explicit formulas and/or generating functions for the number of members of P n avoiding any subword of length three. For the cases 132, 231, and 123, we also develop formulas for the distribution on P n corresponding to the statistic recording the number of occurrences of the pattern in question. As a result, we obtain q-generalizations of the Bell numbers in these cases. In particular, we find q-analogues of the Bell number recurrence and exponential generating function (egf). From the egf, explicit formulas can then be obtained for the total number of occurrences of a pattern by differentiation. Furthermore, in the case 132, an explicit formula for the distribution on P n (taken jointly with the number of blocks) is derived from the egf and a combinatorial proof is given. Finally, it is shown that the number of occurrences of each of these three patterns asymptotically follows a normal distribution.
In the third section, we deal with the patterns 312 and 213, which are apparently more difficult, and treat only the avoidance. We consider here the ordinary generating function (ogf), instead of the egf, to derive our results and use the kernel method (see [7] and the references contained therein) to solve systems of functional equations that are satisfied by related ogf's. To determine the number of members of P n which avoid 312 or 213 in the flattened sense, we refine part of the set in question by considering two suitable statistics on the set and then finding recurrences satisfied by the refined numbers which arise. This method is somewhat reminiscent of a strategy of Zeilberger (see [15] ) that he used to determine an unknown sequence. In the case of 312, we find that the avoidance class has the same cardinality as a certain class of Motzkin type paths of length n − 1. For the case 213, though no explicit formula is determined, we find that the corresponding ogf is the solution to a relatively simple functional equation in a single variable. Section 4 summarizes and compares the results obtained for the different patterns and concludes the paper.
Counting subwords in flattened partitions
In this section, we consider the problem of counting the members of P n according to the number of occurrences of a subword of length three. We need not consider the case of counting occurrences of 321. Proposition 2.1. All members of P n avoid the subword 321 in the flattened sense.
Proof. Suppose π ∈ P n and Flatten(π) = π 1 π 2 · · · π n . If π i > π i+1 , then the (i + 1)-st letter from the left must start a block of π, by the ordering of elements within blocks. But then either i = n − 1 or π i+2 > π i+1 , again by the ordering of elements.
In the next three subsections, we count the members of P n according to the number of occurrences of the patterns 132, 231, and 123, deriving explicit formulas for the egf's in each case.
The case 132
Let a n (y, q) denote the joint distribution on P n for the statistics recording the number of blocks and the number of occurrences of 132. The polynomials a n (y, q) satisfy the following recurrence relation.
with a 0 (y, q) = 1.
Proof. Let n ≥ 2 and let us abbreviate a n (1, q) by a n . For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let a n,i = a n,i (q) be the distribution for the number of occurrences of 132 on the members of P n whose first block B has size i. Clearly, a n,1 = a n−1 . Let us find an expression for a n,i when i ≥ 2. If B = {1, 2, . . . , i}, then the total weight of all such members of P n is a n−i . Suppose now B is of the form B = {1, 2, . . . , t, a, b, . . .}, where 1 ≤ t ≤ i − 2 and a, b > t + 1. Then the second block of the partition starts with t + 1 and there is no 132 created in going from the first to the second block since the last two elements of the first block are greater than t + 1. This implies a contribution of
where we have used the identity n r=m r m = n+1 m+1 . Finally, if B = {1, 2, . . . , i − 1, a}, where a > i, then the letters i − 1, a, i form an occurrence of 132 in the flattened sense when going from the first block to the second, which implies a contribution of q(n − i)a n−i in this case. Combining the three cases then gives a n,i = a n−i + n − 1
Thus, we have
Adding a variable that marks the number of blocks in the preceding argument then gives (1).
Lemma 2.3. We have n≥0 a n (y, q) x
Proof. To get rid of the (1 − q)ia i (y, q) part of the sum on the right-hand side of (1), which is inconvenient when taking exponential generating functions, we consider the difference a n (y, q) − a n−1 (y, q). By (1), we have a n (y, q) − a n−1 (y, q) = y(a n−1 (y, q) − a n−2 (y, q))
which is equivalent to a n (y, q) = a n−1 (y, q) − y(1 − q)(n − 2)a n−2 (y, q)
with a 0 (y, q) = 1 and a 1 (y, q) = y. Let A(x; y, q) = n≥0 a n (y, q)
x n n! denote the egf for the sequence a n (y, q). Multiplying both sides of (3) by x n−1 /(n − 1)!, and summing over n ≥ 2, yields Using the initial condition A(0; y, q) = 1, we obtain (2).
Remark 2.4. Integrating by parts the formula in (2) gives
Taking q = 1 in (4) recovers the egf for the Bell polynomial B n (y) = n k=0 S n,k y k (see (7. 54) in [5, p. 351 
]).
If j is odd, then let j!! = j(j − 2) · · · 1, with (−1)!! = 1. We have the following explicit formula for the polynomial a n (y, q).
Proof. By (2), we have that a n (y, q) is the coefficient of
which is given by
Formula (5) now follows from noting that (2i
Remark 2.6. Taking y = 1 and q = 0 in (5) gives a formula for the number of members of P n which avoid the subword 132 in the flattened sense. Furthermore, we see from (5) that the number of members of P n,m which avoid 132 is given by
Differentiating both sides of (5) with respect to q, and letting q = 1, gives the following result.
Corollary 2.7. If n ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ m ≤ n, then the total number of occurrences of the subword 132 within all the members of P n,m and P n , respectively, is given by
It is instructive to provide a bijective proof of this result.
Combinatorial proof of Corollary 2.7.
We prove only the second statement. A similar argument applies to the first upon fixing the number of blocks. We will refer to an occurrence of the subword 132 in a flattened partition such that the 2 and the 3 correspond to the actual letters i and j as an (i, j)-occurrence of 132. Given 2 ≤ i < j ≤ n, it suffices to show that the number of (i, j)-occurrences of 132 within all of the members of P n is B n−2 . That is, we need to show that there are B n−2 members of P n having an (i, j)-occurrence of 132. In order for π ∈ P n to contain such an occurrence, the element i must start a block B which directly follows a block C whose largest element is j. Note further that there is at least one other element in C, with all elements of C other than j less than i. Let π be the partition obtained by removing the elements i and j from π and merging the blocks B − {i} and C − {j} into a single block D.
Note that the mapping π → π defines a bijection between the members of P n containing an (i, j)-occurrence of 132 and partitions of [n] − {i, j}. To reverse it, given a partition ρ of the set [n] − {i, j}, identify the block of ρ whose smallest element is largest among all of the blocks of ρ whose smallest element is less than i. (Note that there is at least one such block since i > 1.) We then split this block into two parts, one containing all of the elements in the block that are less than i and another containing any elements greater than i, where the second part is possibly empty. We then add j to the end of the first part and i to the beginning of the second to obtain a partition of [n] containing an (i, j)-occurrence of 132. (Note that if the second part is empty, then we just add the singleton block {i}.) Thus, the number of members of P n having an (i, j)-occurrence of 132 is B n−2 for each i and j, as desired.
It is possible to extend the argument to prove (5).
Combinatorial proof of Theorem 2.5.
We first prove the q = 0 case of (5) and show that the members of P n (weighted by the number of blocks) which avoid 132 in the flattened sense are enumerated by
To do so, let S be a subset of {2, 3, . . . , n} of size 2i. We partition S into i doubleton blocks {s j , t j }, where s j < t j and s 1 < s 2 < · · · < s i (i.e., we form a perfect matching of the elements of S). Note that there are
choices for S and (2i − 1)!! ways to partition it into doubletons. Next, we form a partition π of the elements of [n] − S in one of B n−2i ways; the polynomial B n−2i (y) also takes the number of blocks into account. Now we add the elements of S to π in a systematic way. Just as we inserted two elements into the partition ρ in the second part of the preceding proof, we insert the elements s 1 and t 1 into π to obtain a partition π 1 of size n − 2i + 2 containing an (s 1 , t 1 )-occurrence of 132. In general, we insert the elements s j+1 and t j+1 , inductively, into the partition π j to obtain π j+1 in the same manner for each 1 ≤ j < i. This results in a partition π = π i of [n] such that there is an (s j , t j )-occurrence of 132 in π for each 1 ≤ j ≤ i. Observe that the mapping π → π is a bijection, upon undoing each step sequentially starting with the last, which is accomplished by merging blocks as described in the first paragraph of the preceding proof. Note that i additional blocks are created in the transition from π to π since a new block is created at each step. Thus, y i B n−2i (y) counts all partitions of [n] in which the elements within each block of the matching of S correspond to an occurrence of 132 (along with possibly some elements of [n] − S, depending on the choice of the partition π). By an application of the inclusion-exclusion principle, the number of members of P n that avoid 132 is as asserted above.
For the case of general q, we make use of a characteristic function argument as follows. Suppose ρ ∈ P n and let T denote the set of all pairs of elements (s, t), s < t, such that ρ contains an (s, t)-occurrence of 132. Note that the exponent of the y-factor within all of the terms of (5) that count ρ is the same and is given by the number of blocks of ρ. To complete the proof, we then must show that the sum of the factors of q in these terms is q i , where i denotes the number of pairs of T . Suppose R is a subset of the pairs in T of size j. Then any partition σ, in particular ρ, in which the elements within each pair of R form an occurrence of 132 in σ is counted by a factor of (q − 1) j , by the argument for the q = 0 case above. Since the pairs comprising the complete set of 132-occurrences of ρ is precisely T , it follows that ρ is counted
times by the sum in (5), as desired, which completes the proof.
The combinatorial argument given in the two preceding proofs also proves the following theorem, which can also be obtained from the generating function.
Theorem 2.8. The number of occurrences of 132 is equidistributed with the number of doubletons (blocks of cardinality 2) not containing 1. Even the joint distributions with the number of blocks are identical.
The rest of this subsection is devoted to an asymptotic analysis. Let us first consider the number of 132-free set partitions. We make use of the following general theorem on Hayman-admissible functions (in a version suitable for our purposes).
be an entire function that is positive for positive real values of z. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:
• a(r) = rh (r) → ∞ and b(r) = r 2 h (r) + rh (r) → ∞ as r → ∞.
• For some function θ 0 (r) defined on (0, ∞) with θ 0 (r) ∈ (0, π) for all (sufficiently large) r, one has
uniformly in |θ| ≤ θ 0 (r) as r → ∞.
• Uniformly in θ 0 (r) ≤ |θ| < π,
If r = r(n) is such that a(r) − n = o(θ 0 (r)) (in particular, if rh (r) = a(r) = n), then the coefficients of G(z) satisfy, as n → ∞:
Write f n for the number of 132-free set partitions of P n . Its generating function is obtained by taking y = 1 and q = 0 in (4). To simplify things, we also take the derivative with respect to x, which merely corresponds to a coefficient shift:
This generating function is easily seen to be Hayman-admissible in the sense of Theorem 2.9 (with h(z) = e z − z 2 /2 + z − 1, θ 0 (r) can be taken as e −2r/5 ). As for the Bell numbers B n , an asymptotic expansion is only possible for the logarithm, the asymptotic formula for the number itself involves an implicitly defined quantity. Theorem 2.10. The number f n of 132-free set partitions in P n is given by the asymptotic formula
where r is the unique positive real solution of the equation
The proportion of 132-free set partitions in P n is
Proof. Since the generating function satisfies the conditions, Theorem 2.9 yields
Note here that rh (r) + r 2 h (r) = r(r + 1)e r − 2r 2 + r ∼ r(r + 1)e r . Since re r = n + 1, we obtain
r n+1 2πr(r + 1)e r , from which the first statement of the theorem follows (replacing n by n − 1). Since
r n 2πr(r + 1)e r by the same reasoning (cf. [4, Proposition VIII.3]), the second statement follows immediately.
We know from Corollary 2.7 that the average number of occurrences of 132 in a randomly chosen partition of [n] is n−1
. The distribution satisfies a central limit theorem that follows directly from the quasi-powers theorem, see [4, Theorem IX.13].
Theorem 2.11. Suppose that the probability generating functions p n (u) of a sequence of random variables X n whose values are non-negative integers satisfy an asymptotic formula of the form
uniformly with respect to u in some interval around 1, where each h n (u) is analytic in this interval. If the additional conditions
are satisfied uniformly in u as n → ∞, then the normalized random variable
converges in distribution to a standard Gaussian distribution.
In our specific case, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 2.12. The number of occurrences of 132 in a randomly chosen set partition of [n] asymptotically follows a normal distribution with mean µ n ∼ (log n) 2 /2 and variance σ
Proof. We use the bivariate generating function (obtained from (4) by taking the derivative with respect to x and setting y = 1):
The conditions of Theorem 2.9 are still satisfied, and we obtain, as before,
where r = r(n) is defined by re r = n. It follows that the probability generating function satisfies
uniformly in q (in any compact subinterval of (0, ∞)). Now we can invoke Theorem 2.11 with h n (q) = (q − 1)r 2 /2 to complete the proof, and the mean and variance are asymptotically given by
The case 231
Let b n (y, q) denote the joint distribution on P n for the statistics recording the number of blocks and the number of occurrences of 231. Modifying the proof above for Lemma 2.2 gives the following recurrence for b n (y, q).
with b 0 (y, q) = 1.
Let u n denote sequence A005425 in [14] defined by the recurrence
with initial values u 0 = 1 and u 1 = 2. Among other things, it counts the number of partitions of [n] into blocks of size 1 or 2, where singleton blocks come in two colors. Considering the difference b n (1, 0) − b n−1 (1, 0) for n ≥ 3 in (6) gives the following result.
Corollary 2.14. If n ≥ 1, then the number of members of P n which avoid the subword 231 in the flattened sense is given by u n−1 .
The asymptotic behavior of u n is obtained by means of the saddle point method. We can apply Theorem 2.9 once again, starting from the generating function
This generating function satisfies the conditions with θ 0 (r) = r −3/4 and r = r(n) = √ n − 1. We obtain b(r) = 2r(r + 1) ∼ 2n and
so that we have the following theorem (after replacing n by n − 1).
Theorem 2.15. The number of members of P n which avoid the subword 231 in the flattened sense is asymptotically equal to
Let us now return to counting the number of occurrences of 231. We have the following explicit formula for the egf of the sequence b n (y, q). 
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of (2), we replace n by n − 1 in (6) and subtract to get (7) now follows from noting the initial condition B(0; y, q) = 1.
Corollary 2.17. If n ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ m ≤ n, then the total number of occurrences of the subword 231 within all the members of P n,m and P n , respectively, is given by
and
Proof. Differentiating the formula in (7) with respect to q gives 
Extracting the coefficient of x n n! y m now gives the result (for the total number of occurrences in P n , we set y = 1 and extract the coefficient of x n n! afterwards, or we sum over all m).
It is possible to provide a bijective proof of Corollary 2.17 in the same way as for Corollary 2.7.
Combinatorial proof of Corollary 2.17.
Suppose π ∈ P n and Flatten(π) = π 1 π 2 · · · π n . By a block ascent (or descent), we will mean an index i ∈ [n − 1] such that π i < π i+1 (or, π i > π i+1 , respectively) with π i+1 corresponding to the smallest element of some block of π.
We prove the second statement, the first following in a similar manner upon fixing the number of blocks in a partition. We first argue that the total number of block ascents within all of the members of P n is given by (n − 1)B n−1 . To do so, we will show for each j that there are B n−1 members of P n in which j corresponds to the second element of a block ascent for 2 ≤ j ≤ n. Suppose σ is a partition of the set [n] − {j}. If one adds j to the block of σ whose smallest element is largest among all blocks of σ containing an element smaller than j and breaks the new block into two parts according to whether or not an element is greater than or equal j, then one obtains a member of P n in which j corresponds to the second letter of a block ascent. Since this operation is seen to be reversible, it follows that there are B n−1 such members of P n , as desired.
Next, observe that since each block of a partition but the first is involved in a block ascent or descent with its predecessor, we have tot(block descents) + tot(block ascents) = tot(blocks) − (# of members of P n ),
where tot denotes the total number of the indicated item taken over all the members of P n . Note that the total number of blocks in P n is B n+1 − B n . To see this, suppose π ∈ P n+1 , with the element n + 1 not occurring as a singleton block. Removing n + 1 from its block within π and then circling this block results in an arbitrary member of P n in which one of the blocks is distinguished. We then get by subtraction that there are B n+1 − 2B n − (n − 1)B n−1 block descents within all of the members of P n , since the total number of block ascents is (n − 1)B n−1 .
Finally, note that a block descent corresponds to either an occurrence of the 231 or 132 subword in the flattened sense. Thus, we have tot(231) + tot(132) = tot(block descents) = B n+1 − 2B n − (n − 1)B n−1 , from which the result now follows by means of Corollary 2.7.
In analogy to Theorem 2.8, we have the following result. Moreover, the following central limit theorem holds in analogy to Theorem 2.12.
Theorem 2.19. The number of occurrences of 231 in a randomly chosen set partition of [n] asymptotically follows a normal distribution with mean µ n ∼ n/ log n and variance σ 2 n ∼ n/(log n) 2 .
Proof. The generating function
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.9 with θ 0 (r) = e −2r/5 and r = r(n) defined by qre r = n+1, and this is uniform in q (restricted to any compact subinterval of (0, ∞)). One obtains
r n 2πqr(r + 1)e r = (n + 1)! · e qe r −(q−1)r 2 /2−(q−1)r−1 qr n+1 2π(n + 1)(r + 1) , and replacing n by n − 1 we get
where r is implicitly defined by qre r = n. This makes it possible to apply Theorem 2.11 again. Implicit differentiation can be used to obtain r (1) and higher-order derivatives, and the mean and variance are found to be µ n ∼ n r q=1 ∼ n log n and σ
The case 123
Let d n (q) denote the distribution on P n for the number of occurrences of the subword 123.
be the distribution for the number of occurrences of 123 on the members of P n whose first block has size i. Note first that for n ≥ 2, we have a n,n = q n−2 and a n,n−1 = q n−2 + (n − 2)q n−3 . Furthermore, if n ≥ 3 and
To show (9), note that the first term on the right-hand side gives the contribution of those π ∈ P n whose first block B is {1, 2, . . . , i}. Since the letters directly following B in Flatten(π) are i + 1, a for some a > i + 1, we see that each letter in B starts an occurrence of a 123 subword, whence the factor of q i . If i ≥ 2 and B is any other i-element set containing 1, then only the first i − 2 letters of B can start an occurrence of 123 since in this case there would be a descent in Flatten(π) at index i. Thus, the weight in this case will be q Corollary 2.21. If n ≥ 1, then the number of members of P 2n+1 which avoid the subword 123 in the flattened sense is given by (2n − 1)!! and the number of such members of P 2n is given by 2(2n − 2)!!.
For a combinatorial explanation of this result, first note that if π ∈ P 2n+1 avoids 123 in the flattened sense, then all the blocks of π must be doubletons, with the exception of the final block, which is a singleton. If 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then there are 2n + 1 − 2i choices for the larger element in the i-th doubleton since it cannot be any one of the 2i − 1 elements of [2n + 1] that have already been used nor can it be the smallest element yet to be used (the latter requirement in order to avoid 123). Thus, there are n i=1 (2n + 1 − 2i) = (2n − 1)!! choices regarding the elements comprising the doubleton blocks of π, which determines the element lying in the final block. If π ∈ P 2n , by the same reasoning, there are n−1 i=1 (2n − 2i) = (2n − 2)!! choices for the first n − 1 blocks of π, which must all be doubletons, with the remaining two elements either belonging to the same block or separate blocks.
Let D(x; q) = n≥0 d n (q) 
Proof. First note that (8) may be rewritten as
To eliminate the sum (11), we consider the difference d n (q) − qd n−1 (q), which gives us
which may be rewritten as (n−1)! , summing over n ≥ 3, and differentiating with respect to x yields the relation
The preceding differential equation is first order linear in the quantity
Formula (10) now follows from noting the initial condition D(0; q) = 1.
Let B * n denote the complementary Bell number determined by e 1−e x = n≥0 B * n x n n! ; see the paper by Rao Uppuluri and Carpenter [13] and entry A000587 in [14] .
Corollary 2.23. If n ≥ 1, then the total number of occurrences of the subword 123 within all the members of P n is given by
Proof. Differentiating under the integral sign in (10) gives The first integral may be computed as before in Corollary 2.17 and yields
As for the second integral, we have 
Combining this with the previous integral gives the desired result.
Since the exact formula for the total number of occurrences of 123 is rather complicated, it is desirable to have an asymptotic formula as well.
Corollary 2.24. The total number of occurrences of the subword 123 within all the members of P n is given by
where the constant A is Remark 2.25. In particular, this implies that the average number of occurrences is n−2n/ log n+ o(n/ log n).
Proof. We can focus on the part 
where C = ∞ 0 e 1−e t g(t) dt and κ is a positive constant. The function g(x) = e −x satisfies this condition, so we can apply this result to our situation. Putting everything together yields the desired statement.
We conclude this section with a central limit theorem for the number of occurrences.
Theorem 2.26. The number of occurrences of 123 in a randomly chosen set partition of [n] asymptotically follows a normal distribution with mean µ n ∼ n(1 − 2/ log n) and variance σ 2 n ∼ 4n/(log n) 2 .
Proof. Once again, we make use of the saddle point method and the quasi-power theorem (Theorems 2.9 and 2.11). One can argue as in [1] to show that the integral in the generating function (12) can be extended to the range (0, ∞) at the expense of a small error term in the coefficients (cf. the proof of Corollary 2.24 above). We are then left with the analysis of the generating function
The second factor only depends on q, and we can apply Theorem 2.9 to the first factor, with θ 0 (r) = e −2r/5 as before and r = r(n) defined implicitly by re qr = qn. Since the remaining steps are analogous to Theorems 2.12 and 2.19, we omit the details to avoid repetition.
Remark 2.27. The central limit theorems for the patterns 132, 231 and now 123 have the following intuitive interpretation: the pattern 123 occurs everywhere inside of blocks and only very rarely at the border between blocks, so the number of its occurrences is essentially n minus twice the number of blocks (which is well-known to be normally distributed with mean B n+1 /B n ∼ n/ log n and variance ∼ n/(log n)
2 , see [4, Proposition IX.20] ). At the border between blocks, we typically have a descent, and the pattern 231 occurs far more frequently than 132, so that its number follows almost the same distribution as the number of blocks.
Avoiding 312 or 21and the kernel method
In this section, we consider the cases 312 and 213 and the problem of enumerating the members of P n avoiding either pattern. Here, we make use of ordinary generating functions and the kernel method to deal with these apparently more difficult cases, and our arguments do not seem to extend to the more general subword counting problem for these patterns.
The case 312
We seek to enumerate the members of P n which avoid the pattern 312 in the flattened sense. To do so, we refine part of the set in question as follows. Given 2 ≤ i < j ≤ n, let a n,i,j count the members of P n avoiding 312 whose first block has size at least three, with i the second element of the first block and j the last element of this block. Given 2 ≤ i ≤ n, let b n,i count the members of P n avoiding 312 whose first block has size two and second letter i. Let a n denote the number of members of P n avoiding 312 in the flattened sense. From the definitions, we have upon considering the size of the first block the relation a n = a n−1 + i b n,i + i,j a n,i,j , n ≥ 3,
with a 1 = 1 and a 2 = 2.
The arrays a n,i,j and b n,i may be determined recursively as follows.
Lemma 3.1. The arrays a n,i,j and b n,i can assume non-zero values only when 2 ≤ i < j ≤ n and 2 ≤ i ≤ n. They satisfy the recurrences
along with the conditions b 2,2 = 1 and b n,2 = b n,3 = a n−2 if n ≥ 3.
Proof. The first statement is clear from the definitions. Let A n,i,j and B n,i denote the subsets of P n whose members are enumerated by a n,i,j and b n,i , respectively. Suppose π ∈ A n,i,j . Then the second letter of the first block is extraneous concerning the avoidance of the 312 subword since it is followed by a larger letter. Deletion of this letter then leads to a member of B n−1,j−1 (upon relabeling elements) if the first block has cardinality three, or to a member of ∪ j−2 r=i A n−1,r,j−1 if it has cardinality four or more, which implies (14) . Now suppose π ∈ B n,i , where 4 ≤ i ≤ n. Note that (15) holds when i = n, by the convention for empty sums, since if n ≥ 4 and if the first block of π is {1, n}, then the letter n always starts an occurrence of 312 in Flatten(π). If 4 ≤ i < n, then the first block of π being {1, i} implies that the second block must contain at least two elements and start with 2, s, where s > i (for otherwise, there would be an occurrence of 312). Deletion of the first block of π then leads to a member of ∪ n−2 r=i−1 B n−2,r if the second block has size two, or to a member of ∪ n−2 r=i−1 ∪ n−2 j=r+1 A n−2,r,j if it has size greater than two, which implies (15) . Finally, if the first block of π is {1, 2} or {1, 3}, then both letters in this block are extraneous concerning the avoidance of 312, and deletion of this block leads to an arbitrary partition of length n − 2 avoiding 312, which implies b n,2 = b n,3 = a n−2 if n ≥ 3.
Let L n , n ≥ 1, denote sequence A005773 in [14] which has generating function
.
Note that L n counts, among other things, the number of directed animals of size n and the number of lattice paths of length n − 1 using (1, 1), (1, 0), and (1, −1) steps which start at the origin and stay above the x-axis.
The following result provides an apparently new combinatorial interpretation of this sequence.
Theorem 3.2. If n ≥ 1, then the number of members of P n which avoid the subword 312 in the flattened sense is given by L n .
Proof. We first determine some recurrences satisfied by the generating functions for the arrays given in Lemma 3.1. Multiplying both sides of (14) by various factors and adding as the usual first step leads to complications later on. Instead, we start the problem by replacing i with i + 1 in (14) , and then subtract to get a n,i+1,j − a n,i,j = −a n−1,i,j−1 ,
with a n,j−1,j = b n−1,j−1 if 3 ≤ j ≤ n. We now consider the sum a n,i = n j=i+1 a n,i,j , where 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and treat its recurrence instead of dealing with (16) directly, which again seems to be too difficult. Put a n,i = 0 if i < 2 or i > n − 1. Note that a n = a n−1 + n−1 i=2 a n,i + n i=2 b n,i , n ≥ 2,
with a 1 = 1. We seek to find a n .
Summing both sides of (16) over j ≥ i + 2 yields a n,i+1 = a n,i − b n−1,i − a n−1,i ,
with a n,2 = a n−1 − a n−2 , a n,n−1 = b n−1,n−1 , and b n,2 = a n−2 if n ≥ 3.
Replacing i with i + 1 in (15), and subtracting, gives b n,i+1 − b n,i = −b n−2,i−1 − n−2 j=i a n−2,i−1,j = −b n−2,i−1 − a n−2,i−1 ,
with b n,3 = a n−2 if n ≥ 3 and b n,n = 0 if n ≥ 4. Now let a n (u) = n−1 i=2 a n,i u i if n ≥ 3 and b n (u) = n i=2 b n,i u i if n ≥ 2. Multiplying both sides of (18) by u i+1 , and summing over 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 2, yields a n (u) − (a n−1 − a n−2 )u 2 = u(a n (u) − a n,n−1 u n−1 ) − u(b n−1 (u) − b n−1,n−1 u n−1 ) − ua n−1 (u),
We can simplify the expression in (26). To do so, first observe that u 0 is a root of the quadratic equation 
which completes the proof. 
i.e., the number of 312-avoiding set partitions only grows exponentially, in contrast to all the cases studied in Section 2.
The case 213
Let a n,i,j , b n,i , and a n be just as in the preceding subsection but with the pattern 312 replaced by 213. Note that the relation (13) continues to hold in this case. Here the arrays are determined recursively as follows.
Lemma 3.4. The arrays a n,i,j and b n,i can assume non-zero values only when 2 ≤ i < j ≤ n and 2 ≤ i ≤ n. They satisfy the recurrences a n,i,j = b n−1,j−1 + j−2 r=i a n−1,r,j−1 ,
and b n,i = a n−3 + i−2 r=2 b n−2,r + i−2 r=2 n−2 j=r+1 a n−2,r,j , 4 ≤ i ≤ n,
along with the conditions b n,2 = a n−2 and b n,3 = δ n,3 if n ≥ 3 and b 2,2 = 1.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1 above. Note that in this case we have b n,3 = δ n,3 since if {1, 3} is the first block of a partition of size n with n ≥ 4, then the 3 is always the first letter in an occurrence of 213. For (28), observe that if 4 ≤ i ≤ n, then the right-hand side is seen to count partitions according to whether the second block has size one, two, or greater than two. Note that the right-hand side of (28) reduces to a n−2 in the case when i = n.
The generating function f (x) = n≥1 a n x n which counts all the partitions of size n avoiding 213 in the flattened sense is determined by a functional equation. Proof. We proceed as in the prior case. Replacing i with i + 1 in (27), and subtracting, gives a n,i+1,j − a n,i,j = −a n−1,i,j−1 , 2 ≤ i < j − 1 ≤ n − 1, which implies a n,i+1 = a n,i − a n−1,i − b n−1,i ,
where a n,i =
